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What is HIIT?
 HIIT is training done




at:

High intensity (PRE > 8/10) or 90%+ VO2 peak
activity over short intervals (30s or less but some
say out to 5 mins…) followed by periods of varying
(depending on the fitness level of the athlete)
periods of recovery performed at low intensity
Recovery is not full but too short can lower the
intensity and therefore outcome or goal of the
session
 Is it aerobic?
 Is it anaerobic/lactic?

Why do it?


HIIT has been shown to be more effective than
moderate intensity exercise at improving:










VO2 max (Haram et al, 2008)
Endothelial (endothelium = the inner lining of blood
vessels) function (Kemi et al, 2008)
Blood pressure (Haram et al, 2008)
Cardiac contractility (Haram, 2008)
Insulin signaling/sensitivity (Tjonna, 2008)
Contraction coupling (essentially converting an electrical
signal to a mechanical response) (Tjonna, 2008)
Greater body fat loss (Tremblay et al, 1994)
Improving glucose tolerance (Boutcher, 2011)

cont…
 It can save you time…



Most studies benefits can be seen from 4 mins work
(Tabata) up to to 40 mins
Can you maintain HIIT for 40 mins??

 Schwartz (2010) on marathon runners and how

they have significantly more plaque than
sedentary people


Large volumes of aerobic work associated with
inflammation and plaque build up…

It makes training more interesting
and fun and intense rather than just
slow boring stuff…!!!

Specifically body fat loss
 HIIT will facilitate:

Use of fats as an energy source (Tremblay, 1994)
 Beta oxidation = process by which fatty acids are
broken down (Tremblay, 1994)
 Growth hormone release (due to lactate acid
production (Gray et al, 1993)
 Greater EPOC
(Bahr and Sejersted, 1991)


What does the research say?


Wilkinson et al (2002)




Showed iron stores can drop markedly after 6 weeks of
HIIT.

Hafstad (2011)





Showed that HIIT alters substrate utilization and reduces
oxygen consumption in the heart.
HIIT was found to be superior to Moderate IIT with regard
to increasing aerobic capacity (VO2max) and running
speed. Although both exercise protocols induced a similar
physiological hypertrophy based on increased heart
mass, cardiac function was unaltered by MIIT.
HIIT was superior to MIIT with regard to its effect on
whole body VO2max.

Fat loss study
 Macpherson et al, 2011






10 men and 10 women trained 3/week
1 group 4-6 x30s sprints (treadmill)
Other group steady state (40-60 mins)
Fat mass losses, HIIT 12.4% to SS 5.8%
 Increased metabolic rate

for 24 hours post session

 Appetite suppression
 Significant spikes

in growth hormone
 Improved insulin sensitivity
 Higher levels of fat oxidation in muscles

Bike study
 Weston et al (1997)




Bike study of 6-8 reps of 5 mins at 80%+ with 1 min
recovery replacing steady state aerobic work
showed improvements in biochemical markers that
aided performance over a 40km time trial.
Elite athletes maintain an average of 90% of VO2 for
longer than 30 mins during comps therefore high
intensity training makes sense!

Rowing study
 Driller et al (2009)




Rowers, HIIT produced greater improvements in
2000-m time (1.9 ± 0.9%), 2000-m power (5.8 ±
3.0%), and relative VO2max (7.0 ± 6.4%) than CT.
Four weeks of HIT improves 2000-m time-trial
performance and relative VO2max in competitive
rowers, more than a traditional approach of
continuous training.

Diabetes study




HIIT appears to have a more dramatic effect on blood
glucose levels of exercising type 1 diabetic individuals.
Bussau et al. (2006) examined the ability of one 10second maximal sprint to prevent the risk of
hypoglycemia typically experienced after moderate
aerobic exercise in type I diabetics.
Twenty minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic exercise
resulted in a significant fall in glycemia. However, one
10 second sprint at the end of the 20 minute aerobic
exercise bout opposed a further fall in glycemia for 120
minutes, whereas in the absence of a sprint, glycemia
decreased further after exercise.

Short time or a long time study?

Similar results were obtained but from very different training
volumes!HIIT is better as doesn’t take as much time so there is likely to
be greater adherence.

You don’t need to do much to see a
difference…
 Talanian






et al, 2007

8 moderately active women, average age 22 years,
weight 65kg
7 HIIT sessions on a bike over 2 weeks
10x4 mins at 90% VO2 peak with 2 mins rec
Approx 30% increase in whole body and skeletal
muscle fatty acid oxidation

Or even better – Tabata!
 Tabata






8x20s on with 10s off = 4 mins total
Must be done at very high intensity in the “on”
A simple sound structure that will significantly
improve aerobic and anaerobic capacity in a short
period of time
We will be trying some of this in a FUN session later!


Work to rest
ratios
 Good-Elite athletes can use 1:1
 Average athlete population perhaps 1:2
 Beginner potentially out to 1:4

 Very reliant on how high you go in the high

IIT…and how many reps you want to complete and
how conditioned you are to this kind of training…

What it looks like?
 Sprints/Hill Sprints/Treadmill
 5x4x50m at 95% with 30s/4 mins

rec.

 Rowing (erg)





30s on, 30s off for 10 mins
Go for a song…
500m,400m,300m,200m,100m with 60s rec.

 Biking (stationery)


10x4 mins at 90% with 2 mins rec.

Isn’t this just Crossfit?!!!
 10 Power Cleans
 10 Burpees
 10 Med Ball Slams
 10 V Sits
 Probably the simple answer is yes…

 The

exercise choice needs to
be “completable”

Is it safe?
...screening


What are the general screening guidelines we all use?
 Medical diagnosis
 Previous physical exam findings
 History of symptoms
 Recent illness, hospitalization, new medical
diagnosis or surgical procedures
 Orthopaedic problems
 Medication use and drug allergies
 Lifestyle habits
 Exercise and work history
 Family history of disease

Back to some
research…
Heart risk study


Guiraud (2012)




HIIT appears safe and better tolerated by patients than
moderate-intensity continuous exercise (MICE). HIIT gives
rise to many short and long-term central and peripheral
adaptations in these populations. In stable and selected
patients, it induces substantial clinical improvements,
superior to those achieved by MICE, including beneficial
effects on several important prognostic factors (peak
oxygen uptake, ventricular function, endothelial
function), as well as improving quality of life.
HIIT appears to be a safe and effective alternative for the
rehabilitation of patients with coronary artery disease
and heart failure.

Heart disease study…
 Rognmo, 2004




Twenty-one stable Coronary Artery Disease (CAD)
patients were randomized to supervised treadmill
walking at either high intensity (80–90% of VO2max)
or moderate intensity (50–60% of VO2max) three
times a week for 10 weeks.
After training VO2peak increased by 17.9% in the
high intensity group and 7.9% in the moderate
intensity group.

Who should use
it?
 Athletes who operate mainly at high intensity and

who need “repeatability”
 Potentially those with cardiac disorders!
 Those close to becoming type II diabetics who
need a big rapid change in insulin sensitivity
 Athletes who are well trained aerobically


Performance improvements will only come from
HIIT not more aerobic volume (Laursen and Jenkins,
2002)

When should it be used?
 Periodising it is important






Need to have a background in aerobic work and
general strength training first (month minimum)
Moderate intensity work done for a month or so
beforehand to allow some adaptation to higher
intensity work and lactate clearance
Close to season for sport athletes
Dependent on age and stage of career of the athlete
 The more elite

the athlete the sooner this kind of work
can be introduced into their training program

cont…
 It needs

to progress on to something…this is the
problem with Crossfit as I see it…
 It should progress on to work of even higher
intensity but with much longer recovery periods
(often described as anaerobic power work)
 Doing it for longer than 6 weeks and the gains will
start to be reduced…as with most training stimuli

Take home points:
1.

As little as six sessions of HIIT over two
weeks, or a total of only around 15 minutes
of very intense exercise (a cumulative energy
expenditure of ~600 kJ or ~143 kcal), can
increase oxidative capacity in skeletal muscle
and improve performance during tasks that
rely mainly on aerobic energy metabolism
(Gibala, 2007)

Take home points:
2.

Major changes in body composition can
result from incorporating HIIT into a client/
athletes program due to many reasons,
particularly around improvements in
insulin sensitivity.

3.

It can add fun and variety into an exercise
program that lacks intensity.

